100	CRISIS  IN   CHINA	vn
"Bad man, Feng," said our envoy briefly as he
joined us at the truck. "But I have a pass to Weinan,
so we can go the direct way." This was something;
without it, we should have had to go a longer way
round to Sian, avoiding all Feng's territory. The
driver was discovered with difficulty; he had been
drinking wine in an inn. But he revved up the engine
furiously, and departed with obvious relief from Ta
Li at hurricane speed. Later we were to discover how
lucky we had been in getting through. Another day
might have been too late.
All afternoon we sped through the Shensi fields,
stopping only to fill up the petrol tank from tins of
spirit we carried with us. This urgency suited our
mood; only in the rebel capital could we get an
adequate idea of what was really happening. And we
hoped to make Sian before nightfall.
It was a poverty-stricken countryside. The fields
were bare, and the broken earth was hard with frost.
Only graves seemed plentiful — often these were
elaborate structures of brick and tile, more substantial
than the homes of the living. We would approach the
imposing walls of a village, only to find on passing
through it that half the houses were in ruin, and per-
haps only a quarter of them inhabited. The peasants
by the roadside gazed without emotion at the military
truck. For everywhere were soldiers, armed. There
was war in the air, and the fear of war hung over these
barren fields.
At every town we were challenged; but our cor-
poral waved his pass and shouted, and we usually
swept through without a halt. The snow grew deeper;
we crossed one river precariously in a barge that
fought its way against the drifting ice. It was growing

